
Year 2 

2019-20 
Autumn Spring Summer 

Topic Into the Woods….  London’s Burning! Frozen Kingdom Twisted Tales Oh I do like to be 

beside the seaside! 

Spectacular Savannah 

Texts 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
The Lonely Beast by 

Chris Judd 

 

Into the Forest by 

Anthony Browne 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Toby and The Great 

Fire of London by 

Margaret Nash and 

Jane Cope 

 

Vlad and The Great 

Fire of London by 

Kate Cunningham  

 

The Great Fire of 

London by Nick 

Hunter 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
Poles Apart by 

Jeanne Willis 

 

The Rainbow Bear by 

Michael Morpurgo 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Goldilocks by Mara 

Alperin and Kate 

Daubney 

 

Rumplestiltskin by 

Mara Alperin and 

Kate Daubney 

 

 

 

 
The Lighthouse 

Keeper’s Lunch 

By Rhonda and 

David Armitage 

 

The Pirate Cruncher 

by Jonny Duddle 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Meerkat Mail by Emily 

Gravett 

 

Lila and the Secret of 

Rain by David Conway 

and Jude Daly 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 



Writing: 

Transcription 

See also ‘No-Nonsense Spelling’ planning. 

• Spelling - see English appendix 1  

Pupils should be taught to: 

spell by:  

• segmenting spoken words into phonemes and representing these by graphemes, spelling many correctly 

• learning new ways of spelling phonemes for which 1 or more spellings are already known, and learn some words with each spelling, 

including a few common homophones 

• learning to spell common exception words 

• learning to spell more words with contracted forms 

• learning the possessive apostrophe (singular) [for example, the girl’s book] 

• distinguishing between homophones and near-homophones 

• add suffixes to spell longer words including –ment, –ness, –ful, –less, –ly 

• apply spelling rules and guidance, as listed in English appendix 1  

• write from memory simple sentences dictated by the teacher that include words using the GPCs, common exception words and 

punctuation taught so far 

Writing: 

Composition 

See also ‘KS1 Teacher Assessment Framework’ 

Pupils should be taught to: 

• develop positive attitudes towards and stamina for writing by:  

o writing narratives about personal experiences and those of others (real and fictional) 

o writing about real events 

o writing poetry 

o writing for different purposes 

• consider what they are going to write before beginning by:  

o planning or saying out loud what they are going to write about 

o writing down ideas and/or key words, including new vocabulary 

o encapsulating what they want to say, sentence by sentence 

• make simple additions, revisions and corrections to their own writing by:  

o evaluating their writing with the teacher and other pupils 

o rereading to check that their writing makes sense and that verbs to indicate time are used correctly and consistently, including 

verbs in the continuous form 



o proofreading to check for errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation (for example, ends of sentences punctuated correctly) 

• read aloud what they have written with appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear. 

Writing: 

Vocabulary, 

Grammar and 

Punctuation 

Pupils should be taught to: 

• develop their understanding of the concepts set out in English appendix 2 by:  

• learning how to use both familiar and new punctuation correctly - see English appendix 2, including full stops, capital letters, exclamation 

marks, question marks, commas for lists and apostrophes for contracted forms and the possessive (singular) 

• learn how to use: 

• sentences with different forms: statement, question, exclamation, command 

• expanded noun phrases to describe and specify [for example, the blue butterfly] 

• the present and past tenses correctly and consistently, including the progressive form 

• subordination (using when, if, that, or because) and co-ordination (using or, and, or but) 

• the grammar for year 2 in English appendix 2  

• some features of written Standard English 

• use and understand the grammatical terminology in English appendix 2 in discussing their writing 

 

Reading: 

Word Reading 

Pupils should be taught to: 

• continue to apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to decode words until automatic decoding has become embedded and 

reading is fluent 

• read accurately by blending the sounds in words that contain the graphemes taught so far, especially recognising alternative sounds for 

graphemes 

• read accurately words of two or more syllables that contain the same graphemes as above 

• read words containing common suffixes 

• read further common exception words, noting unusual correspondences between spelling and sound and where these occur in the word 

• read most words quickly and accurately, without overt sounding and blending, when they have been frequently encountered 

• read aloud books closely matched to their improving phonic knowledge, sounding out unfamiliar words accurately, automatically and 

without undue hesitation 

• reread these books to build up their fluency and confidence in word reading 

Reading: 

Comprehension 

See also ‘English Reading Content Domains’ 

Pupils should be taught to: 



• develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by:  

• listening to, discussing and expressing views about a wide range of contemporary and classic poetry, stories and non-fiction at a level 

beyond that at which they can read independently 

• discussing the sequence of events in books and how items of information are related 

• becoming increasingly familiar with and retelling a wider range of stories, fairy stories and traditional tales 

• being introduced to non-fiction books that are structured in different ways 

• recognising simple recurring literary language in stories and poetry 

• discussing and clarifying the meanings of words, linking new meanings to known vocabulary 

• discussing their favourite words and phrases 

• continuing to build up a repertoire of poems learnt by heart, appreciating these and reciting some, with appropriate intonation to make 

the meaning clear 

• understand both the books that they can already read accurately and fluently and those that they listen to by:  

• drawing on what they already know or on background information and vocabulary provided by the teacher 

• checking that the text makes sense to them as they read, and correcting inaccurate reading 

• making inferences on the basis of what is being said and done 

• answering and asking questions 

• predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far 

• participate in discussion about books, poems and other works that are read to them and those that they can read for themselves, taking 

turns and listening to what others say 

• explain and discuss their understanding of books, poems and other material, both those that they listen to and those that they read for 

themselves 



Maths 

 
Science Working Scientifically 

• Asking simple questions and recognising they can be answered in different ways.  

• Observing closely using simple equipment.  

• Performing simple tests.  

• Identifying and classifying. 

 • Using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions. 

 • Gathering and recording data to help answer questions. 

 



Living Things and Their Habitats 

 

Uses of Everyday Materials Plants  Animals Including 

Humans 

• Explore and compare the differences 

between things that are living, dead, and 

things that have never been alive. 

• Identify that most living things live in habitats 

to which they are suited and describe how 

different habitats provide for the basic 

needs of different kinds of animals and 

plants, and how they depend on each 

other. 

• Identify and name a variety of plants and 

animals in their habitats, including 

microhabitats. 

• Describe how animals obtain their food from 

plants and other animals, using the idea of a 

simple food chain, and identify and name 

different sources of food. 

 

 

• Identify and compare the suitability of a 

variety of everyday materials, including 

wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock, 

paper and cardboard for particular uses. 

• Find out how the shapes of solid objects 

made from some materials can be 

changed by squashing, bending, twisting 

and stretching. 

 

• Observe and 

describe how seeds 

and bulbs grow into 

mature plants. 

• Find out and 

describe how plants 

need water, light 

and a suitable 

temperature to 

grow and stay 

healthy. 

• Notice that 

animals, including 

humans, have 

offspring which 

grow into adults. 

• Find out about 

and describe the 

basic needs of 

animals, including 

humans, for 

survival (water, 

food and air). 

• Describe the 

importance for 

humans of 

exercise, eating 

the right amounts 

of different types 

of food, and 

hygiene. 

Computing 
Digital World   Programming Electronic Safety Data Handling Programming 2 Digital Presentation 

WALT explain why the 

external parts of a 

computer are input or 

output devices. 

 

WALT identify digital 

output devices around 

me. 

 

WALT demonstrate 

how technology can 

make some tasks 

easier. 

 

WALT locate and 

debug faults in a 

Logo program.   

 

WALT write a Logo 

program to move a 

roamer to a specific 

location.   

 

WALT write a Logo 

program to make a 

roamer travel and 

measure a specific 

distance. 

 

WALT give an 

example of how to 

deal with an e-safety 

worry. 

 

WALT explain why I 

should keep my 

personal details 

private online. 

 

I know what to do 

when someone 

online asks things 

about me. 

 

WALT transfer tally 

data into a 

spreadsheet. 

 

WALT improve a 

spreadsheet by 

formatting cells. 

 

WALT create a basic 

formula. 

 

WALT present my own 

data on a 

spreadsheet. 

 

WALT find different 

ways to start a 

program. 

 

WALT control the 

movement of an 

object in a program. 

 

WALT make an object 

interact with its 

environment. 

 

WALT program 

instructions to repeat 

Using ideas from 

Eduardo Paolozzi 

artwork 

 

WALT digitally 

research the work 

and style of an 

artist. 

 

WALT use digital 

tools to mimic the 

style of a known 

artist. 

 



WALT use more 

advanced keyboard 

functions such as 

‘Shift’.  

 

WALT use a range of 

fonts, font sizes and 

font colours to improve 

a digital presentation.  

 

WALT explain what to 

do if something makes 

me unhappy on a 

computer, tablet or 

phone (e-safety link). 

 

WALT identify the 

need for a repeat in a 

Logo program. 

 

WALT write and 

interpret Logo 

programs that create 

specific outputs. 

 

WALT read and 

interpret an unfamiliar 

Logo program. 

 

 

WALT explain why it is 

important to think 

about other people’s 

feelings whether 

online or face-to-

face. 

 

WALT make sure I 

always check with an 

adult before taking 

part in games that 

involve other internet 

users.  

 

WALT suggest ways 

to make our school 

community safer 

online. 

WALT convert data 

into a digital graph or 

chart. 

 

 

as many times as I 

decide. 

 

WALT debug a simple 

program. 

WALT use 

technology to 

contribute to a 

piece of group 

work. 

 

WALT create a 

simple algorithm 

related to a specific 

task. 

History  The Great Fire of 

London & Samuel 

Pepys 

Significant People – 

Ernest Shackleton 
 Seaside Holidays  

 the lives of significant 

individuals in the past 

who have 

contributed to 

national and 

international 

achievements, some 

should be used to 

compare aspects of 

life in different periods 

[for example, 

Elizabeth I and Queen 

Victoria, Christopher 

Columbus and Neil 

Armstrong, William 

Caxton and Tim 

Berners-Lee, Pieter 

Bruegel the Elder and 

LS Lowry, Rosa Parks 

significant  

historical events, 

people and places in 

their own locality.  

 

 develop an awareness 

of the past, using 

common words and 

phrases relating to the 

passing of time. 

 

ask and answer 

questions, choosing 

and using parts of 

stories and other 

sources to show that 

they know and 

understand key 

features of events. 

 

identify similarities and 

differences between 

ways of life in different 

periods. 

 



and Emily Davison, 

Mary Seacole and/or 

Florence Nightingale 

and Edith Cavell]. 

 

understand some of 

the ways in which we 

find out about the 

past and identify 

different ways in 

which it is 

represented. 

events beyond living 

memory that are 

significant nationally 

or globally [for 

example, the Great 

Fire of London, the first 

aeroplane flight or 

events 

commemorated 

through festivals or 

anniversaries]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography Local Environment     Continents – Hot 

and Cold Areas of 

the World 

 

name, locate and 

identify characteristics 

of the 4 countries and 

capital cities of the 

United Kingdom and 

its surrounding seas 

  

 

  name and locate 

the world’s 7 

continents and 5 

oceans 

 

identify seasonal 

and daily weather 



 

 

use world maps, 

atlases and globes to 

identify the United 

Kingdom and its 

countries, as well as 

the countries, 

continents and 

oceans studied at this 

key stage 

 

 

use simple fieldwork 

and observational skills 

to study the 

geography of their 

school and its grounds 

and the key human 

and physical features 

of its surrounding 

environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

patterns in the 

United Kingdom 

and the location of 

hot and cold areas 

of the world in 

relation to the 

Equator and the 

North and South 

Poles 

 

Art Natural objects from 

the woodland 

(Printing) 

 Drawing 

 

 Mark Hearld  

(Artist study) 

 
Beach 

(Collage) 

African Art – 

Pointillism 

(Painting) 

 

 

Pupils should be 

taught: 

 

to use a range of 

materials creatively to 

 Pupils should be 

taught:  

 

to use drawing, 

painting and 

 Pupils should be 

taught: 

 

 about the work of a 

range of artists, craft 

Pupils should be 

taught: 

 

to develop a wide 

range of art and 



design and make 

products 

to use drawing, 

painting and sculpture 

to develop and share 

their ideas, 

experiences and 

imagination 

 

sculpture to develop 

and share their ideas, 

experiences and 

imagination 

makers and 

designers, 

describing the 

differences and 

similarities between 

different practices 

and disciplines, and 

making links to their 

own work 

design techniques in 

using colour, 

pattern, texture, 

line, shape, form 

and space 

 

D&T  Fire Engines 

 

 

 Puppets (Textiles)   

 

 

Pupils should be 

taught: 

 

Design 

 

design purposeful, 

functional, appealing 

products for 

themselves and other 

users based on design 

criteria  

generate, develop, 

model and 

communicate their 

ideas through talking, 

drawing, templates, 

mock-ups and, where 

appropriate, 

information and 

communication 

technology  

 

Make 

 

select from and use a 

range of tools and 

equipment to perform 

practical tasks [for 

 Pupils should be 

taught: 

 

Design 

 

design purposeful, 

functional, appealing 

products for 

themselves and other 

users based on design 

criteria  

generate, develop, 

model and 

communicate their 

ideas through talking, 

drawing, templates, 

mock-ups and, where 

appropriate, 

information and 

communication 

technology  

 

Make 

 

select from and use a 

range of tools and 

equipment to perform 

practical tasks [for 

  



example, cutting, 

shaping, joining and 

finishing] 

select from and use a 

wide range of 

materials and 

components, 

including construction 

materials, textiles and 

ingredients, 

according to their 

characteristics  

 

Evaluate  

 

explore and evaluate 

a range of existing 

products  

evaluate their ideas 

and products against 

design criteria  

 

Technical knowledge 

 

 build structures, 

exploring how they 

can be made 

stronger, stiffer and 

more stable  

explore and use 

mechanisms [for 

example, levers, 

sliders, wheels and 

axles], in their 

products. 

example, cutting, 

shaping, joining and 

finishing] 

select from and use a 

wide range of 

materials and 

components, 

including construction 

materials, textiles and 

ingredients, 

according to their 

characteristics  

 

Evaluate  

 

explore and evaluate 

a range of existing 

products  

evaluate their ideas 

and products against 

design criteria  

 

 

PSHE Jigsaw Jigsaw: Being Me in 

My World 

Jigsaw: Celebrating 

Difference 

 

 

Jigsaw: Dreams and 

Goals 

Jigsaw: Healthy Me Jigsaw: Relationships Jigsaw: Changing 

Me 



RE Theme: 

Religion: Christianity 

Theme: 

Religion: Judaism 

Theme: 

Religion: Christianity  

 
AT1 A Beliefs, teachings and sources 

AT2 F Values and commitments 

      E Meaning, purpose and truth 

 

 

Introduction   

 

Reflect on the meaning of the holy book and 

their stories to their believers.  

How do they treat their holy book? 

Who wrote the holy book?  

Where do people keep their holy book? 

How do Christians use the Bible?  

 

 

Exploring -Creation – The creation story. Bible 

Genesis  

 

 

We are learning to re-tell the Christian Creation 

story and to explore how this influences how 

Christians behave towards nature and the 

environment.  

 

 

Key questions  

Does God want Christians to look after the 

world?  

Does the world belong to God?  

Should people take care of the world?  

 

Key thinking 

WALT say how it felt to make something and 

how I think my creation should be treated. 

WALT re-tell the Christian Creation story and say 

some things that they believe God created on 

AT1 A Beliefs, teachings and sources 

      B  Practices and ways of life  

AT2 D Identity, diversity and      belonging 

      E Meaning, purpose and truth 

 

Introduction 

 

Reflect on the meaning of the holy book and 

their stories to their believers.  

How do they treat their holy book? 

Who wrote the holy book?  

Where do people keep their holy book? 

How do Jewish people use the Torah?  

What language is the holy book written in?  

 

Exploring - Creation – The creation story. Torah 

(first two chapters) Genesis. Shabbat - 

Judaism at home.  

 

We are learning to empathise with Jewish 

children by understanding what they do 

during Shabbat and why it is important to 

them. 

 

 

Key questions  

Is Shabbat important to Jewish children?  

Are religious celebrations important to 

people?  

 

 

Key thinking 

WALT explain why a particular day is my 

favourite and why, and can talk about when I 

would share a special meal. WALT talk about 

some of the things that Jewish people do to 

AT1 A Beliefs, teachings and sources  

AT2 F Values and commitments 

 

 

 

Introduction  

 

Reflect on the Bible and the New Testament.  

Who was Jesus? 

Why is Jesus an important figure in 

Christianity? 

Discuss important people in own lives?  

Why are these people important?   

 

 

Exploring - Leaders and teachers – Who was 

Jesus and what did he teach? Bible Stories 

(New Testament): The Good Samaritan (Luke 

10), The Paralysed Man (Mark 2) 

We are learning to re-tell Bible stories that 

show kindness, and to explore how this makes 

Christians behave towards other people. 

Should people follow religious leaders and 

teachings? 

 

Key questions  

Is it possible to be kind to everyone all of the 

time? What can I learn from stories from 

religious traditions? Should people follow 

religious leaders and teachings?  

 

Key thinking  

WALT say when and why it is easy or difficult 

to be kind. WALT tell you some ways Christians 

try to follow Jesus’ example of being kind. 

WALT say why I think Christians should be kind 



different days. WALT start to talk about how I 

think the world got here. 

celebrate Shabbat. WALT start to explain how 

certain beliefs affect decision-making 

and start to explain how they think they can 

do this (with God’s help). 

 

PE       

Master basic 

movements including 

running, jumping, 

throwing and 

catching, as well as 

developing balance, 

agility and co-

ordination, and begin 

to apply these in a 

range of activities 

 

 

Participate in team 

games, developing 

simple tactics for 

attacking and 

defending 

 

Perform dances using 

simple movement 

patterns 

 

Master basic 

movements including 

running, jumping, 

throwing and 

catching, as well as 

developing balance, 

agility and co-

ordination, and begin 

to apply these in a 

range of activities 

 

 

Participate in team 

games, developing 

simple tactics for 

attacking and 

defending 

 

Perform dances using 

simple movement 

patterns 

 

Master basic 

movements including 

running, jumping, 

throwing and 

catching, as well as 

developing balance, 

agility and co-

ordination, and 

begin to apply these 

in a range of 

activities 

 

Participate in team 

games, developing 

simple tactics for 

attacking and 

defending 

 

Master basic 

movements including 

running, jumping, 

throwing and 

catching, as well as 

developing balance, 

agility and co-

ordination, and begin 

to apply these in a 

range of activities 

 

 

Participate in team 

games, developing 

simple tactics for 

attacking and 

defending 

 

Master basic 

movements including 

running, jumping, 

throwing and 

catching, as well as 

developing balance, 

agility and co-

ordination, and begin 

to apply these in a 

range of activities 

 

 

Participate in team 

games, developing 

simple tactics for 

attacking and 

defending 

 

Master basic 

movements 

including running, 

jumping, throwing 

and catching, as 

well as developing 

balance, agility and 

co-ordination, and 

begin to apply 

these in a range of 

activities 

 

Participate in team 

games, developing 

simple tactics for 

attacking and 

defending 

 

Music 
Charanga 

Unit 1 

‘Hands, Feet, Heart’ 

Singing (Preparation 

for Christmas 

performances) 

Charanga 

Unit 3 

‘I Wanna Play In A 

Band’ 

Charanga 

Unit 4 

‘Zootime’ 

Charanga 

Unit 5 

‘Friendship Song’ 

Charanga 

Unit 6 

‘Reflect, Rewind, 

Replay’ 

use their voices 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes 

 

listen with 

concentration and 

understanding to a 

range of high-quality 

use their voices 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes 

 

use their voices 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes 

 

listen with 

concentration and 

understanding to a 

range of high-quality 

use their voices 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes 

 

listen with 

concentration and 

understanding to a 

range of high-quality 

use their voices 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes 

 

listen with 

concentration and 

understanding to a 

range of high-quality 

use their voices 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes 

 

listen with 

concentration and 

understanding to a 

range of high-



 

live and recorded 

music 

 

play tuned and 

untuned instruments 

musically 

 

experiment with, 

create, select and 

combine sounds using 

the inter-related 

dimensions of music. 

live and recorded 

music 

 

play tuned and 

untuned instruments 

musically 

 

experiment with, 

create, select and 

combine sounds 

using the inter-

related dimensions of 

music. 

live and recorded 

music 

 

play tuned and 

untuned instruments 

musically 

 

experiment with, 

create, select and 

combine sounds using 

the inter-related 

dimensions of music. 

live and recorded 

music 

 

play tuned and 

untuned instruments 

musically 

 

experiment with, 

create, select and 

combine sounds using 

the inter-related 

dimensions of music. 

quality live and 

recorded music 

 

play tuned and 

untuned instruments 

musically 

 

experiment with, 

create, select and 

combine sounds 

using the inter-

related dimensions 

of music. 

Visits and Visitors  Fire Safety with Fire 

Brigade 

 

  Eastbourne Beach  African Drumming 

 

 

Wow Starter! 

 

 

Woodland Day Famous Historical 

Person day 

Visit to Morrison’s 

Freezer 

 

Favourite Traditional 

Tale Character dress 

up day 

 

Pirate Day African Day 

Marvellous 

Middle 

 

 

The Lonely Beast visit Visit from the Fire 

Brigade 

Ice Balloons  Making puppets with 

parents 

Message in a bottle  African dance 

workshop with Mrs 

Hunt 

Big Finish! Granny’s Tea Party Burn the Houses Making ice-cream Punch and 

Judy/Puppet show 

Beach Trip African Drumming 

 


